Lesson Plan
Teacher:

Subject: ICT

Date:

Group:

Ability:

Boys:

Girls:

Exam Accreditation:

SEN:

EAL:

G & T:

FSM:

Support Staff:

Context for Learning
In this mini series of lessons, pupils will create a short movie trailer for a fictitious super hero movie using a
selection of pre-prepared clips taken from YouTube. In this project pupils will explore how a movie develops from
a storyboard to on screen and how music and sound can affect the feel of a movie.

Learning objectives (the intended learning)
 Understand the importance of storyboards
 Create a storyboard for a short movie

Learning Outcomes (how learning / progress will be demonstrated)
Will create a basic storyboard for their movie trailer.
All
Will create a detailed storyboard for their movie trailer.

Most

Some

Will create a detailed storyboard which contains appropriate titles and
includes details of timings and transitions.

 Literacy
 Numeracy
 ICT

 Peer/self assess
 AfL
 LSA
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 SMCS
 ECM
 PLTS

Timing

Student activity

Differentiation

Settling starter
Learning starter

ACCESS

Students to watch example superhero movie trailer.

5 mins.

Teacher Provision: Lower lights and Play ‘Example superhero movie
trailer’ on whiteboard to set the scene and engage pupils.

Task 1: Students to watch storyboard example videos and discuss the
importance of storyboards in the film process.

CHALLENGE

ACCESS

Main

Task 2: Students to create a storyboard for their movie trailer

45
mins.

Teacher Provision: Show storyboard example videos on the whiteboard
and discuss with students the importance of storyboards.
Explain to students that they have been asked by a major film studio to
create a short trailer for their new super hero film using stock footage
provided.

CHALLENGE

Demonstrate to students how to view the archive of clips and copy the
thumbnails into their storyboards.

Plenary

Students, who complete their storyboard quickly, to start to create their movie trailer using Movie Maker.

Students to use self assessment sheet to assess their work and identify
at least one area for improvement.

Where are you coming from?
What have you achieved?
Where are you going next?

Resources

HWK

AfL

10
mins.

Extension

ACCESS

Superhero movie trailer example; Blank storyboard template; Example storyboard; Stock video clips
(Downloaded from YouTube); Headphones.
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CHALLENGE

